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Ergonomic manual
!GRAVITYBANDSAWWITHAROBUSTCAST IRONARMANDMMHIGHSAWBAND4HEMACHINEISEQUIPPEDWITHALARGEROTARYTABLE WHICHISAGOODBASISFORPROCESSINGSHORT
PIECESOFMATERIAL4ABLESYNCHRONOUSLYROTATEDWITHTHEARMANDSOTHEREISNOINITIALCUTOFTHEBELTTOTHEUNDERLYINGSURFACE4HEEXCELLENTOUTPUTOFTHEMACHINEANDLONG
LIFETIMEOFTHEBANDRESULTFROMTHESEFEATURESASAWBANDPRECISIONGUIDE ANARMJOINTLAIDINPRELOADEDTAPEREDBEARINGS ANDSYNCHRONOUSRUNNINGBRUSHFORCHIPSREMOV
AL"ANDDOWNFEEDISENSUREDBYTHEARMSSELF WEIGHT4HEDESCENDINGSPEEDISREGULATEDBYAHYDRAULICCYLINDERWITHANOVERmOWVALVE3AWARMISAFTERCUTTINGTHELIFTED
BYHAND4HEMACHINEOFFERSTWO SIDEDANGLECUTS4HEBASICVERSIONOFTHEMACHINEISEQUIPPEDWITHAFREQUENCYCONVERTER WHICHPROVIDESINlNITELYVARIABLEBELTSPEED
RANGESFROMMMINTOMMIN4HISSIGNIlCANTLYINCREASESBLADELIFEANDPRODUCTIVITYOFTHEMACHINE

SImple, productive
Sturdy rotary table enabling material to be cut
at an angle WITHOUTDEBASINGTHElNISHINGPLATE
Hard-metal guidance of the saw band ensure
high cutting accuracy.

A chip brush is always driven concurrently with the speed
of saw blade in order to provide an ideal cleaning effect.

Freely adjustable control panel.
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Vice fast-feed ability provides a possibility of quick re-adjustment of
clamping jaws according to the size of material in just a few seconds.

Ergonomic 320.258 DG / Technical parameters

Ergonomic 340.278 DG / Technical parameters
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7ORKINGMODE MANUAL

7ORKINGMODE MANUAL

3MALLESTSAWINGDIAMETER MM

3MALLESTSAWINGDIAMETER MM

3HORTESTLENGTHOFCUT OFFPIECE MM

3HORTESTLENGTHOFCUT OFFPIECE MM

3AWBANDSPEED  MMIN
3AWBANDDIMENSIONS X X MM

3AWBANDSPEED  MMIN
3AWBANDDIMENSIONS X X MM

$RIVE  K7 X6 (Z

$RIVE  K7 X6 (Z

-ACHINEDIMENSIONS ,ENGTH MM 7IDTH MM
(EIGHT MM7EIGHT KG

-ACHINEDIMENSIONS ,ENGTH MM 7IDTH MM
(EIGHT MM7EIGHT KG
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Accessories, material conveyors
%RGONOMICBANDSAWISSUPPLIEDWITHUNRIVALLEDEQUIPMENT7ITHINTELLIGENTOPTIONALEQUIPMENTANDACCESSORIES THEMACHINEMAYBEADAPTEDPRECISELYTOINDIVIDUAL
REQUIREMENTS7ITHAWIDERANGEOFACCESSORIESANDCONNECTIONPIECESTO"/-!2BANDSAWS THEHANDLINGh-v3YSTEMISANIDEALPARTNERFORHANDLINGMATERIALIN
YOURWORKSHOP

Innovative accessories
Micro-spray-system

Workspace lighting

For ideal cutting of pipes and proﬁles, the micro-spray unit
applies a grease ﬁlm on the teeth points and lateral sides
of the saw band.

A lamp for lighting the workspace, adjustable and mounted
on the ﬂexible arm.

Laser liner

Additional coolant inﬂow

The laser unit copies the exact line in the saw band axis to the
material. Laser Liner allows precise adjustment of the marked
material.

The additional coolant inﬂow is used for extra wide materials.
If there is a need to get more coolant during the cut.

Tenzomat

Pistol for machine cleaning

A precise measuring tool for the control of the saw band tension
when a new band is installed.

Tool for fast and easy cleaning of the machine from chips
and burrs.

For more information about the machine and the possibility of extending it, please contact our sales department.
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Sample assembly
Ergonomic 320.258 DG
Conveyors M330 with steel rollers
Conveyors M330 with steel rollers
Connection part M 330 right
Connection part M 330 left
Manual material length-stop with digital display
Fixed vertical steel rollers, 4 pcs.

System M / material conveyors
(IGHLYmEXIBLEHANDLINGSOLUTIONFORFEEDINGMEDIUMWEIGHTMATERIALS7ITHTHEBEARING
CAPACITYUPTOKGM AWIDERANGEOFOPTIONALACCESSORIES ANDCONNECTIONPIECES
TO"/-!2BANDSAWS THE-3YSTEMISIDEALFORHANDLINGMATERIALINYOURWORKSHOP
4HANKSTOTHEIRDEFAULTLENGTHOFANDM ROLLERTRACKSMAYBEmEXIBLYADJUSTE
TOANYENVIRONMENT

XRA - manual length stop

The length is shown directly on the material stop, displaying a
precise position in real time. The displaying system offers various
options of process setting and optimization.

